BSI Construction
Connect — The first
paperless solution
for the construction
industry jobsite

BSI Jobsite Digital Construction
Safety Documentation Solution
• Maximizes your team's potential through integrating technology to
capture construction Health, Safety, and Environmental (HSE) Policy
performance for all phases of the project.
• Monitors the completion and execution of day-to-day tasks
through a digital workflow.
• Maintains consistent checklists, permitting and reporting,
decreasing project delays, cost overruns, and workplace injury.
• Standardizes HSE project management strategies and processes
such as site inspection forms, daily performance logs, deficiency
monitoring, violation responses, and incident management.

Ready to get
started?
Visit us at
bsigroup.com/en-US/
professional-services/contact-us/
or call us at +1 800 862 4977.

The increasing complexity
of jobsite health and safety
documentation demands
innovative solutions
BSI Construction Connect solution automates, organizes, and streamlines.
With end-to-end digitization, and a robust analytics and visualization, BSI
delivers a documentation management environment that’s efficient,
smart, comprehensive, and predictive.

Job Hazard
Analysis

Daily
Pre-Shift
Meeting

Capture Real-Time
Data on Risks

• Issues are instantly visible

Communication

Leverage centralized reporting

• Processes are automated
• Forms are standardized
• Documentation data is centralized
• And above all, binders, reams of paper, and endless filing
are replaced with a portable, secure digital solution.

Engagement

Access digital
documents,
checklists,
certifications,
procedures, and
other resources
in real time

Informed Action

Monitor the status of tasks
through a digital workflow

Replace analog documentation
with digital workflows
BSI’s Construction Connect solution replace ad hoc analog documentation with
best-in-class digital workflows, forms, and processes. Daily safety briefings,
permitting documentation, inspection logging, or anything else safety-related
is inefficient at best. Standardized and comprehensive digital forms ensure
compliance you can trust.
Forms are selected via user-friendly drop-down menus, including All NYC DOB
safety documents with the ability to create custom ones. Notes, checklists, and
procedures are complete and standardized. Day-to-day safety document task
tracking is monitored. Advanced visualization and dashboards highlight and
flag issues—regardless of the size or complexity of the project. Consistent codecompliant work product is prepared across any organization of any size – in
particular, organizations that have multi-project presence on a local, national,
and international level.

Digitize your safety documentation
Change From

To

More than 30 different
paper forms

Simplified digital drop down menus to select the forms required by job site

Variation in form completions

Consistent form completion (fields may be marked mandatory/required)

Manually collecting forms

Digitally submitted upon completion

Chasing down delayed
or missed forms

Digital alerts the minute a deadline is missed for targeted follow up

Piles of disorganized
notebooks and papers

Digitally organized files readily accessible via search

Copy and scan paper
reports for distribution

Send reports digitally and print hard copy, if needed

Collecting the same data multiple
times and manage manually
(orientation)

Collecting the data once and pre-populating template forms for
accuracy and efficiency

Wasting time to locate
a completed form

Digital files readily accessible when needed

Learn more at bsigroup.com/en-US/professional-services/contact-us/ or call +1 800 862 4977 today!

Why BSI?
A worldwide leader in management systems:
• Occupational Health
and Safety
• Quality Management
• Environmental Management

• Information Security
• Operational Resilience
• Construction Safety

• Business Continuity

A global process and standardization leader since 1901

86,000 clients in 193 countries
49% of the Fortune 500
75% of the FTSE 100 and,
77% of the Nikkei 225 Index

bsigroup.com/en-us
+1 800 862 4977
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